
CHARACTER FEATURE SHEET 

 

 

Name: _______________________  Nickname: ___________    Title: ________________ 

Age: _______   Gender: ____________ 

 

Hair Colors Light → Dark 

Blonde Platinum | Champagne | Wheat | Ashy | Golden | Dirty | Honey 

Red Strawberry Blonde | Light Auburn | Carrot | Copper | Auburn | Mahogany 

Brunette Mousy | Walnut | Chestnut | Hazel | Deep | Espresso | Jet 

Other Colors White | Silver | Aqua | Periwinkle | Lilac | Pale Pink | Mint Green | Bubblegum | Sapphire | 

Amethyst | Emerald | Dark Blue | Dark Purple | Burgundy | Forest Green | Rainbow 

Notes  

 

Hair Style  

Bangs Blunt | Feathery | Sideswept | None 

Length Bald | Buzzcut | Pixie | Longer on top | Afro | Chin length | Long Bob | Shoulder length |  

Past the shoulders | Waist length | Thigh length | 

Texture Tight coil | Loose coil | Tight curl | Loose curl | Heavy wave | Loose wave | Straight | 

Thin | Thick | Fine | Coarse 

How they prefer 

to wear it 

 

 

 

Eyes Light → Dark 

Blue Icy | Baby | Sky | Cornflower | Sapphire | Ocean 

Green Cat’s Eye | Chartreuse | Emerald | Jade | Sea | Forest 

Grey Silver | Storm | Charcoal 

Purple Lilac | Violet | Amethyst | Indigo 

Brown Amber | Cognac | Russet | Chocolate | Nut | Black 

Other Common Periwinkle | Blue-Grey | Turquoise | Olive | Teal | Hazel 

Odd Pink | Red | Yellow 

Eye 

Abnormalities 

Fully Blind | Partially Blind | Glasses | Heterochromia | Pupil Ring 

Eye Shape Almond | Round | Downturned | Protruding | Upturned | Deep set | Hooded |  

Close set | Wide set | 

Eyelashes Short | Long | Thick | Thin | Dark | Pale 

Notes  

 

 

Facial Features  

Nose Hooked | Straight | Upturned | Pert | Long | Short | Wide | Crooked | Narrow 

Face Shape Round | Oval | Heart | Square | Oblong | Diamond | Rectangle | Triangle 

Chin Pointed | Square | Round | Cleft | Protruding | Receding | 

Jaw Sharp | Square | Soft | Angular 

Ears Small | Large | Protrusive | Tucked | Connected lobe | Loose lobe | Pointed 

Lips Wide | Narrow | Round | Thin | Bow | Heart | Full | Fuller upper | Fuller lower 

Cheeks Gaunt | Full | Wide cheekbones | High cheekbones | Angular 

Notes  

 



Body  

Skin Tone Pale Cool: Alabaster | Ivory | Sand | Wheat | Golden 

Pale Warm: Blush | Cameo | Pink | Seashell | Rosy 

Medium Cool: Beige | Fawn | Taupe | Olive | Clay 

Medium Warm: Tan | Hazel | Brown | Driftwood | Umber 

Dark Cool: Bronze | Teak | Walnut | Mahogany | Ebony | Onyx 

Dark Warm: Gold | Copper | Tawny | Sienna | Ochre 

Odd Skin Tones Pink | Purple | Blue | Red | Green | Orange | Yellow | Grey 

Shade: 

Height Short: 4’9”-5’2” ____ | Average: 5’3”-5’8” ____ |  

Tall: 5’9”-6’2” ____ | Very Tall: 6’3”+ ____ 

Stature Slim | Lean | Thick | Curvy | Pear-shaped | Top Heavy | Triangle | Buff | Heavy 

Tattoos Location:                     Description: 

 

Scars Location:                     Description: 

 

Freckles Location:                     Description:  

 

Moles Location:                     Description: 

 

Notes  

 

  



CHARACTER HISTORY SHEET 

 

When were they born? ________________________ 

How old do they look? _________ 

Life expectancy: ____________ 

Species: ______________ 

Sexual Preference: _____________________ 

Where did they grow up? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Where do they live now? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they have any health issues? If so, what? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they have any addictions? If so, what? ______________________________________________________ 

How has that addiction affected them/their family? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What languages do they speak? ______________________________________________________________ 

Is there a reason they speak more than one? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they have an accent? How does it sound? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they curse? What words do they use when angry? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are they literate? ________ 

What extent of education do they have? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What hobbies do they enjoy? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What habits do they have? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What would they never do? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is their biggest dream? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What smaller goals do they have at the start of the novel? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is their favorite memory? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________



__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is their least favorite memory? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is their most embarrassing moment? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What do they fear? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What are their strengths (physical and otherwise)? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What are their weaknesses? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they have any secrets? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Who are their parents? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do they have any siblings? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Who do they take after? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Any other notes: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



CHARACTER PERSONALITY SHEET 

 

Myer-Briggs Indicator Types 

ISTJ 

The Inspector 

Responsible, sincere, 

analytical, reserved, 

realistic, systematic. 

Hardworking and 

trustworthy with sound 

practical judgment. 

ISFJ 

The Defender 

Warm, considerate, 

gentle, responsible, 

pragmatic, thorough. 

Devoted caretakers who 

enjoy being helpful to 

others. 

INFJ 

The Counselor 

Idealistic, organized, 

insightful, dependable, 

compassionate, gentle. 

Seek harmony and 

cooperation, enjoy 

intellectual stimulation. 

INTJ 

The Mastermind 

Innovative, independent, 

strategic, logical, 

reserved, insightful. 

Driven by their own 

original ideas to achieve 

improvements. 

ISTP 

The Craftsman 

Action-oriented, logical, 

analytical, spontaneous, 

reserved, independent. 

Enjoy adventure, skilled 

at understanding how 

mechanical things work. 

ISFP 

The Adventurer 

Gentle, sensitive, 

nurturing, helpful, 

flexible, realistic. Seek to 

create a personal 

environment that is both 

beautiful and practical. 

INFP 

The Idealist 

Sensitive, creative, 

idealistic, perceptive, 

caring, loyal. Value inner 

harmony and personal 

growth, focus on dreams 

and possibilities. 

INTP 

The Architect 

Intellectual, logical, 

precise, reserved, flexible, 

imaginative. Original 

thinkers who enjoy 

speculation and creative 

problem solving. 

ESTP 

The Doer 

Outgoing, realistic, 

action-oriented, curious, 

versatile, spontaneous. 

Pragmatic problem 

solvers and skillful 

negotiators. 

ESFP 

The Performer 

Playful, enthusiastic, 

friendly, spontaneous, 

tactful, flexible. Have 

strong common sense, 

enjoy helping people in 

tangible ways. 

ENFP 

The Champion 

Enthusiastic, creative, 

spontaneous, optimistic, 

supportive, playful. Value 

inspiration, enjoy starting 

new projects, see 

potential in others. 

ENTP 

The Visionary 

Inventive, enthusiastic, 

strategic, enterprising, 

inquisitive, versatile. 

Enjoy new ideas and 

challenges, value 

inspiration. 

ESTJ 

The Supervisor 

Efficient, outgoing, 

analytical, systematic, 

dependable, realistic. Like 

to run the show and get 

things done in an orderly 

fashion. 

ESFJ 

The Provider 

Friendly, outgoing, 

reliable, conscientious, 

organized, practical. Seek 

to be helpful and please 

others, enjoy being active 

and productive. 

ENFJ 

The Teacher 

Caring, enthusiastic, 

idealistic, organized, 

diplomatic, responsible. 

Skilled communicators 

who value connection 

with people. 

ENTJ 

The Commander 

Strategic, logical, 

efficient, outgoing, 

ambitious, independent. 

Effective organizers of 

people and long-range 

planners. 

 

 

Enneagram Types 

Type Name Description Avoid 

1 Perfectionist | Reformer | Judge 

| Crusader 

Attention goes to what is right and wrong, 

being good. Energy goes to trying to improve. 

Anger 

2 Helper | Caretaker | 

Manipulator | Giver 

Attention goes to the wants and needs of 

others, being appreciated. Energy goes into 

giving & helping. 

Own needs 

3 Achiever | Performer | Status-

seeker | Initiator 

Attention goes to what brings success & 

gaining approval. Energy goes into achieving 

goals, tasks, and prestige. 

Worthlessness/failure 

4 Artist | Romantic | Individualist 

| Aesthetic 

Attention goes to what is missing. Energy 

goes into searching for the most unique, 

special, and fulfilling. 

Ordinariness 

    



5 Thinker | Observer | 

Investigator | Recluse 

Attention goes to the expectations of others. 

Energy goes into becoming private and self-

sufficient and acquiring knowledge. 

Uselessness 

6 Loyalist | Skeptic | Questioner | 

Devil’s Advocate 

Attention goes to hazards and potential 

worse-case scenarios. Energy goes into 

becoming vigilant, questioning, or doubting. 

Deviance 

7 Adventurer | Enthusiast | 

Visionary | Generalist 

Attention goes to what limits and constraints. 

Energy goes into interesting ideas and 

pleasurable experiences. 

Pain 

8 Boss | Challenger | Leader | 

Protector 

Attention goes to those who need protection 

and to power and control. Energy goes into 

being powerful, protecting, and fighting. 

Weakness 

9 Peacemaker | Mediator | 

Harmonizer | Connector 

Attention goes to conflict and discomfort. 

Energy goes into other people and 

avoiding/preventing conflicts. 

Conflict 

Note Many have a base type, with a branching type (ie. 2w3, or 1w5), while one should be dominant, another 

may play a vital part of their personality 

 

 

DiSC Types 

Name Priorities Motivation Fears Strengths Limitations 

Dominance Getting immediate 

results, taking 

action, challenging 

self and others 

Power and 

authority, 

competition, 

winning, 

success 

Loss of 

control, being 

taken 

advantage of, 

vulnerability 

Self-

confidence, 

directness, 

forcefulness, 

risk-taking 

Lack of concern 

for others, 

impatience, 

insensitivity 

Influence Expressing 

enthusiasm, taking 

action, 

encouraging 

collaboration 

Social 

recognition, 

group 

activities, 

friendly 

relationships 

Social 

rejection, 

disapproval, 

loss of 

influence, 

being ignored 

Charm, 

enthusiasm, 

sociability, 

optimism, 

talkativeness 

Impulsiveness, 

disorganization, 

lack of follow-

through 

Steadiness Giving support, 

maintaining 

stability, enjoying 

collaboration 

Stable 

environments, 

sincere 

appreciation, 

cooperation, 

opportunities to 

help 

Loss of 

stability, 

change, loss of 

harmony, 

offending 

others 

Patience, team 

player, calm 

approach, good 

listener, 

humility 

Overly 

accommodating, 

tendency to 

avoid change, 

indecisiveness 

Conscientiousness Ensuring accuracy, 

maintaining 

stability, 

challenging 

assumptions 

Opportunities 

to use expertise 

or gain 

knowledge, 

attention to 

quality 

Criticism, 

slipshod 

methods, being 

wrong 

Precision, 

analysis, 

skepticism, 

reserve, quiet 

Overly critical, 

tendency to 

overanalyze, 

isolates self 

Commonalities Some of these share various aspects.  

Di: Active, fast-paced, assertive, dynamic, bold. iS: accepting, people-focused, 

empathizing, receptive, agreeable. SC: thoughtful, moderte-paced, calm, methodical, 

careful. CD: questioning, logic-focused, objective, skeptical, challenging 

 

 


